For delay Lur'e control systems with multiple non-linearities and time-varying uncertainties, necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form with negative definite derivative to guarantee robust absolute stability are derived by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities(LMIs). Moreover, some new delay-dependent absolute stability criteria are also presented, in which some free weighting matrices that express the relationships between the terms in Leibniz-Newton formula are considered. Finally, an example is provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
The absolute stability problem of Lur'e control systems has widely been studied and has practical applications(see [15] , [13] , [8] , [20] , [7] ). Since time-delay is commonly encountered in various engineering systems and it is frequently a source of instability and so the stability problem of delay Lur'e control systems has been of interest to researchers over the past decades (see [16] , [1] , [6] , [2] , [9] ). Some necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form for delay Lur'e control systems with negative definite derivative to guarantee absolute stability (see [6] ). These results provide only the existence conditions, and are not solvable.
On the other hand, the necessary and sufficient conditions in [6] can not be extended to the systems with time-varying structured uncertainties. [9] employed Linear matrix inequality(LMI) to express the necessary and sufficient conditions obtained in [6] . The advantage of this work is that the free parameters in the Lyapunov functional can be derived by solving a group of LMIs. By the way, the results in [9] can be easily extended to the systems with time-varying structured uncertainties, which will be given this paper.
Moreover, the criteria which do not include the information on delay are called delay-independent criteria. They are more conservative than the delaydependent criteria when delays guaranteeing stability are small. It is important to discuss the delay-dependent problem of delay Lur'e control systems. Recently, there are a number of interesting new ideas to improve the results on delay-dependent stability of linear systems with delay (see [17] , [3] , [14] , [12] , [11] , [19] , [4] , [5] ). The most effective methods are presented by [14] and extended by [12] . In the derivative of Lyapunov functional, they used the Leibniz-Newton formula and replaced the term x(t − τ ) with x(t) − t t−τẋ (s)ds in some places, but kept it in other places. For example, in [12] , x(t − τ ) in the expression 2x
, it is not. In fact, there must exist some optimal weighting matrices between the terms in the Leibniz-Newton formula, but they gave some fixed weighting matrices. Recently, [10] presented a new method that use the free weighting matrices to express the relationship between the terms in the Leibniz-Newton formula. In addition, the optimal weighting matrices can be solved by the solutions of some LMIs. This paper discusses the existence problem of a Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form with negative definite derivative to guarantee robust absolute stability of delay Lur'e control systems with multiple non-linearities in the bounded sector. Some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence problem are presented. They convert the problem to one of solving a set of LMIs. In addition, the method presented in [10] , in which some free weighting matrices are used to express the relationships between the terms in LeibnizNewton formula, is employed to derive the delay-dependent robust absolute stability criteria. Finally, an example is proposed to illustrate the improvement of the necessary and sufficient condition over the sufficient condition directly using S-procedure. The benefit of delay-dependent criteria is also demonstrate in the example.
Notation and Preliminaries
Consider a time-varying structured uncertain delay Lur'e control systems with multiple non-linearities
where
T is the nonlinear function.
The nominal form of system S 1 is given by
Here, the non-linearities f j (·) satisfy the following
with 0 < k j < +∞, j = 1, 2, · · · , m. For simplicity, sometimes we denote
Also, the uncertainties are assumed to be of the following form
where H, E a , E b , E d are the known real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, E dj is the j-th column of E d , F (t) is an unknown real time-varying matrix with Lebesgue measurable elements satisfying
For the sake of simplicity, let
Construct the Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form as
where (7) is said to be a Lyapunov functional of system S 1 (or nominal system S 0 ) with negative definite derivative, that is,
If condition (8) holds, system S 1 (or nominal system S 0 ) is robustly absolutely stable(or absolutely stable) in the sector bounded by
To derive the main results in the next section, the following lemmas are given.
Lemma 2 ([9]): Equation (8) for nominal system S 0 holds, which ensure system S 0 is absolutely stable in the sector bounded by
holds. It is necessary while m = 1.
with 2 j−1 elements. Assume that 
such that LMIs in the following hold.
To obtain the conditions for the systems with time-varying structured uncertainties, the following lemma is needed to deal with the uncertainties. 
Robustness for Absolute Stability
For a time-varying structured uncertain system S 1 , the following sufficient condition is derived from Lemma 2 which uses S-procedure directly for the non-linearities, in which the uncertainties are dealt with by using Lemma 4.
Theorem 5 System S 1 is robustly absolutely stable in the sector bounded by
holds, where
Proof: Replacing A, B, D in (9) with A + HF (t)E a , B + HF (t)E b and D + HF (t)E d , respectively, we find that (9) for S 1 is equivalent to the following condition
By Lemma 4, a necessary and sufficient condition guaranteeing (14) is that there exists a positive number ε > 0 such that
Applying Schur complements shows that (15) is equivalent to (13). 2
The above theorem is conservative to examine robust absolute stability of system S 1 with multiple non-linearities since it is only based on some sufficient conditions. Now, the necessary and sufficient condition for system S 1 is derived, based on the necessary and sufficient condition in Lemma 3. 
Theorem 6 The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Lyapunov functional V (x t ) in (7) satisfying equation (8), which ensure system S 1 is robustly absolutely stable in the sector bounded by
and Φ 11 and Φ 13 are defined in (12) .
Proof: LetĀ(α) =Ā +DαC T andd j is the j-th column ofD. From Lemma 3, we find the conditions (12) for S 1 are equivalent to that there exist P = P
there exist t α such that the following holds.
wherē
ReplacingĀ(α),B andd j in (17) with A(α) + HF (t)E a (α), B + HF (t)E b and d j + HF (t)E dj , respectively,Ḡ j (α) can be rewritten as
where G j (α) is defined in (12) . Then, by Lemma 4 and Schur complements, G j (α) < 0 if and only if LMI (16) are true. 2
Remark 1: Theorem 6 is based on the necessary and sufficient conditions for nominal system S 0 . The improvement over the Theorem 5 which is a sufficient condition will be shown in the example.
Delay Dependent Conditions
The criteria given in the previous section do not include information on delay, which are referred to as delay-independent criteria. Sometimes, the system S 1 or S 0 are absolutely stable while τ = 0, but they are not absolutely stable for all τ > 0, it follows from the continues that the systems are absolutely stable when τ is very small. So, the criteria that don't include information on delay are more conservative than that include information on delay which are referred to as delay-dependent criteria. Many authors presented some delaydependent criteria for the linear system. Followed by the method presented in [10] , the following theorem also attempts to take this relationship between the terms in Leibniz-Newton formula into account for delay Lur'e control systems.
Specifically, the expression 2 x
which is equal to zero, is added toV (x t ), and a new delay-dependent absolute stability criterion is derived.
Theorem 7 Given a scalar τ > 0, system S 0 is absolutely stable if there exist N i (i = 1, 2, 3) such that the following LMIs (19) and (20) hold.
and any matrices
Proof: Construct Lyapunov functional candidate as
where V (x t ) is defined in (7) and Z = Z T ≥ 0 need to be determined.
Using the Leibniz-Newton formula one can write
Then, for any appropriate dimensional constant matrices N i (i = 1, 2, 3), the following term is equal to zero.
On the other hand, for any appropriate dimensional constant matrices X, the following term is also equal to zero.
Calculating the derivative of V d (x t ) along the solutions of system S 0 and adding (23) and (24) into it, one havė
and Γ ij (i = 1, 2, 3; i ≤ j ≤ 3) are defined in (19) and Π is defined in (20) .
In addition, the conditions (3) are equivalent to that
and it is easily shown that {ξ(t)|(x(t), x(t − τ ))) = 0 and (3)} = {ξ(t)|ξ(t) = 0 and (3)}.
It now follows from (26) and (27) and applies the S-procedure, if there exist Thus, system S 1 is robustly absolutely stable.
Moreover, LMI (13) is not true while k 1 = 1, k 2 = 2.09 in Theorem 5 if the Sprocedure is directly adopted to examine the robust absolute stability, which indicates that it is conservative that S-procedure is directly adopted for the uncertain systems with multiple non-linearities.
In addition, we set k 1 = 1, k 2 = 3, then LMIs (16) are not true such that the Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form to guarantee robust absolute stability of system S 1 can't be found, but it follows from Theorem 8 that system S 1 is robustly absolutely stable while τ ≤ 1.5789.
Conclusion
This paper presents the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov functional in the extended Lur'e form with negative definite derivative to guarantee the robust absolute stability for delay Lur'e control systems with multiple non-linearities and converts the existence problem to a simple of solving a set of LMIs. Moreover, some delay-dependent criteria are derived for the absolute stability or robust absolute stability.
